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Abstract 
We have developed a framework for characterizing the design space of architectures of mul
tiuser applications. It includes a generic multiuser architecture that captures properties com
mon to the points in this design space, a set of issues that arise in the design of an instance of 
this architecture, a discussion of alternate approaches to resolving these issues, and several 
criteria for comparing the approaches. The generic architecture divides the (programmer
defined and system-provided) modules of an application into multiple layers, some of which 
interact with a single user while others are shared among all users. The design issues include 
the nature of these layers, replication, concurrency, and distribution of the layers, the nature of 
collaboration events exchanged among the layers, and how collaboration modules are added 
to existing single-user layers. The approaches make different tradeoffs in providing a balance 
between flexibility, automation, code reuse, and performance. In this paper, we discuss the 
evaluation criteria, generic architecture, design issues, approaches, and tradeoffs. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

An important issue in the design of a software application is its overall architecture, that is, 
the nature of the components of the application and the communication among these 
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components. While there has been much work done in characterizing architectures of single
user software [2,21,28,29,31], there has been relatively little research addressing architec
tures of multiuser or collaborative software. We refer to the former as single-user architec
tures and the latter as multiuser or collaboration architectures. 

Previous work on multiuser architectures has mainly consisted of identifying specific 
multiuser architectures such as the replicated and centralized window architectures [23], the 
Rendezvous abstraction-view architecture [18], and the Suite hybrid distributed architecture 
[11]. We have extended this research by developing a framework for characterizing the 
design space of these architectures. The framework includes a generic multiuser architecture 
that captures properties common to the points in this design space, a set of issues that arise in 
the design of an instance of this architecture, a discussion of alternate approaches to resolving 
these issues, and several criteria for comparing the approaches. The generic architecture 
divides the (programmer-defined and system-provided) modules of an application into multi
ple layers, some of which interact with a single user while others are shared among all users. 
The design issues include the nature of these layers, replication, concurrency, and distribution 
of the layers, the nature of collaboration events exchanged among the layers, and how collabo
ration modules are added to existing single-user layers. The approaches make different trade
offs in providing a balance between flexibility, automation, code reuse, and performance. In 
this paper, we discuss the evaluation criteria, generic architecture, design issues, approaches, 
and tradeoffs. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 enumerates the criteria used to 
compare different approaches. Section 3 presents the generic architecture, describing its main 
properties. Section 4 presents the main issues arising in the design of a specific instance of 
this architecture, important approaches to resolving these issues, identification of existing sys
tems that support these approaches, and a comparison of these approaches based on the crite
ria described above. Finally, Section 5 presents conclusions and directions for future work. 

2 EVALUATION CRITERIA 

We will use several criteria to evaluate a multiuser architecture. Perhaps the most important 
of these is the the functionality that can be supported by the architecture. Ideally an architec
ture should support arbitrary functionality, but, so far, it is has not been possible to attain this 
goal. For instance, architectures supported by shared window systems [24] do not support the 
asynchronous collaboration modes supported by the Suite architecture [11], while the Suite 
architecture does not support arbitrary graphical user interfaces supported by the window sys
tem architectures. Thus the choice of an application architecture often constrains its function
ality. 

We will consider the following main functions in evaluating an architecture: (a) Single
User Interaction- determines the effect of users' commands on their displays. (b) Coupling
determines the effect of user commands on the displays of other users. (c) Remote Undo -
determines the effect of user undos on the displays of other users. (d) Access Control- pre
vents unauthorized user commands. (e) Concurrency Control- prevents inconsistent concur
rent user commands. (f) Merging - merges two different display states into a single state. (g) 
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Conference Management - allows users to establish and break connections with a shared 
application. In [13] we survey some of the possible choices for performing some of these 
functions. We will evaluate the flexibility of an architecture by determining which of these 
choices can be supported by it. We refer to all functions of an application other than single
user interaction as multiuser or collaboration functions, since they are necessary only when 
multiple users are interacting with the application. 

We shall also evaluate the automation supported by the architecture- a restrictive 
architecture is often easier to automate by a system. A related property is the amount of reuse 
it allows of existing code. We will evaluate the extent of reuse an architecture supports based 
on whether the reused code must be recompiled, relinked, or changed. Another important dis
criminating property of an architecture is its performance in a distributed environment. Some 
architectures offer better performance than others. For instance, the replicated shared window 
system architecture offers better performance than the centralized window architecture in a 
distributed environment. We will also address the software engineering impact of the archi
tecture by considering (a) the restrictions it puts on the software abstractions that can be used 
to implement the application and (b) how easy it is to modify the architecture to accommodate 
new functions. 

These evaluation criteria will be applied not to complete architectures but to individual 
approaches to resolving the various issues in architectural design. Thus, it is possible for the 
approaches addressing two different issues in the design to support contradictory properties -
one might sacrifice performance for automation while the other might do the converse. We 
leave it to the reader to combine the properties of the different aspects of a specific architec
ture. 

3 GENERIC ARCHITECTURE 

Figure 1 shows a meta or generic multi-user architecture, which can be instantiated to multi
ple specific architectures. The architecture assumes that a user's input/output is processed by 
a hierarchy of layers. Together, these layers, support the editing model of user interaction 
[7,11]. According to this model, each user interacts with an application by manipulating or 
editing visual representations of semantic objects in the application. Changes to semantic 
objects are triggered by user input, and in tum trigger output that causes the visual representa
tions to change. 

A lower-levellayer (that is, a layer closer to the user) manages objects that are interac
tors of objects in the immediately higher-level layer. We will refer to the latter as abstractions 
of the former. An interactor of an abstraction creates a presentation of the abstraction, which 
contains a transformation of the information in the abstraction (e.g. a text field representing an 
integer, or a bitmap representing a text field ) plus some additional information serving as 
"syntactic sugar" (e.g. a label field or a window scrollbar). Thus, visual representations of 
abstractions are created by applying the presentation operator successively to their interactors, 
and the interactors of these interactors, and so on. An abstraction can have a variable number 
of interactors, which may change dynamically as users create or delete visual representations 
of the abstraction. 
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Figure 1: The Generic Architecture 

The layers communicate with each other using events. Often, this term implies that the 
communication is sent asynchronously by the sender to the receiver. However, we will use it 
here in a more general sense and allow the information to be retrieved synchronously from the 
sender by the receiver. We divide events of a multiuser application into interaction events and 
collaboration events based on whether they support single-user interaction or collaboration 
functions. An interaction event may be a (local) output event or a (local) input event depend
ing on whether it is sent to a lower or upper-levellayer. 

Abstractions send output events to their interactors and receive input events from the 
latter. Output events received by objects from their abstractions may be transformed into 
lower-level events before they are sent to their interactors. Conversely, input events received 
by objects from their interactors may be transformed into higher-level events before they are 
sent to their abstractions. Not all input events received by interactors need to be sent to their 
abstractions- in particular, events that request manipulation of local syntactic sugar. More
over, not all output events transmitted down by interactors are triggered by output events 
received from their abstractions. These include not only those events that change local syn
tactic sugar but also those that generate local echo/feedback in response to requests for chang
ing the higher-level state in the abstraction. 

A collaboration event may be a copy or extension of an interaction event or it may be an 
entirely new kind of event. It may be sent not only to a lower-level and upper-levellayer but 
also a cross layer, as shown in the figure. We discuss collaboration events later when we con
sider the issues in the design of a specific architecture. 

Some levels in this architecture are shared while others are versioned or replicated. A 
shared level is associated with a single, shared layer that processes the input/output of all 
users of the application, while a versioned or replicated level is associated with a private layer 
for each user of the application, which processes the input/output of only that user. An object 
in a private layer is private while an object in a shared layer is shared by all users. We refer to 
the collection of all private objects of a user and the shared objects as the interaction state of 
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that user. All levels below a private level are constrained to be private levels and all levels 
above a shared level are constrained to be shared levels. Thus, the architecture defines a tree 

of layers rather than a general graph. We refer to the lowest shared layer as the base, the high
est versioned layers as branch points, the base and all layers above it as the stem, and a branch 
point and all the layers below it as a branch of the architecture. Moreover, we refer to all pri
vate layers at a certain level as peers or replicas of each other. 

An abstraction may have interactors in zero or more replicated layers. We refer to the 
different interactors of an abstraction as replicas, peers, or versions. In general, the different 
interactors of an abstraction can create different logical presentations of the abstraction. How
ever, in most current multiuser architectures, they create different physical replicas (for differ
ent users) of the same logical presentation. It is for this reason, we have used the term 
'replica' for a peer interactor and layer, though strictly speaking, the term 'version' is more 
general. In the rest of the paper, we will use these terms interchangeably. It is important to 
note that an interactor in a layer may not have a peer interactor in a peer layer since not every 
layer creates an interactor for an abstraction in the layer above. 

The bottom-most layers are the hardware layers managing the screen and input devices 
of the different users. The hardware layers are always replicated; higher-levellayers may be 
either replicated or centralized. We refer to the topmost layers in the architecture as the 
semantic layers and the abstractions in these layers as semantic objects. Unlike lower-level 
objects, semantic objects are not themselves interactors for other objects. However, like an 
interactor, a semantic object in a replicated layer may have peers or replicas in peer layers. 
Peer semantic objects are (the highest-level) computer representations of the same user-level 
abstract object. 

The layers in this architecture include both programmer-defined and system-provided 
modules. These modules can be divided into collaboration-aware and and collaboration
transparent modules based on whether they are aware of collaboration. A module is aware of 
collaboration if it contains some code that would not be required if only one user interacted 
with the application, that is, some code that is aware of the fact that multiple users can interact 
with the application. We will often refer to a collaboration-aware module as simply a collabo
ration module. 

The 'generic' architecture described above does not capture properties of all current or 
possible multiuser architectures. For instance, its assumption that the hardware level is repli
cated does not apply to the MMM architecture [4], which allows a single hardware layer to be 
shared by multiple users concurrently manipulating the same screen using different input 
devices. Similarly, its assumption that a layer interacting with a user is either shared or has 
peer layers interacting with other users does not apply to multiuser applications composed of 
arbitrary single-user modules communicating via remote procedure calls, a database manage
ment system, or a message server [12]. However, it does describe a large variety of multiuser 
architectures that have been developed in the CSCW area to explicitly support collaboration 
and serves as a 'reference model' for these architectures. It is possible to relax some of the 
assumptions of this architecture to increase its generality, but that would make the model less 
rich, which in turn would allow us to make fewer points regarding the issues and approaches 
that arise in the design of a multiuser architecture. We address below some of these issues 
and approaches. 
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4 ISSUES AND APPROACHES 

The generic design below raises several issues: 

Single-User Architecture: What does the architecture look like from the point of view of 
a single-user, that is, what is the nature of the various levels in the architecture, the 
abstractions at each level, and the interaction events communicated up/down these lev
els? This dimension corresponds to the 'levels of abstraction' dimension defined in 
[29], which classifies architecture levels into 'meaning' and 'no meaning' levels based 
on whether they capture the semantics of the application. The single-user architecture 
dimension is more specific and describes the nature of the various levels of the architec
ture. 

Concurrency : Which layers execute in separate threads? The concurrency dimension 
corresponds to the 'modalities' dimension defined in [29], which classifies systems into 
serial and parallel. The concurrency dimension is more specific and defines multiple 
levels of parallelism. 

Distribution: Which threads execute on different hosts? 

Versioning!Replication: How is the base level chosen? 

Collaboration Events: What kind of collaboration events are communicated among the 
various modules of the architecture? 

Collaboration Modules: What is the nature of the modules that must be added to the sin
gle-user architecture to implement collaboration functions? 

We discuss below in more depth each of these issues. 

4.1 Single-User Architecture 

The single-user architecture or basis of a multi-user architecture describes those aspects of the 
layers that are involved in the processing of the input/output events of a particular user. Thus, 
it is that part of a multiuser application that implements single-user interaction. In this paper, 
of course, we are concerned mainly with those parts of the application that implement collab
oration functions. We consider single-user architectures here because the design of the collab
orative parts of a multiuser architecture are often dependent on the basis of the architecture. 

In the definition above, we consider a basis to be a view of a multiuser architecture that 
may not have an independent existence. In practice, however, multiuser architectures have 
been designed by extending existing single-user architectures. A large variety of single-user 
architectures have been devised in the context of single-user user-interface software. We will 
focus here only those single-user architectures we know about that have formed the bases of 
existing multiuser architectures. Our architectural descriptions are a set of assumptions 
regarding the nature of a single-user architecture. Thus, they imply to a family of architec
tures rather than a specific architecture: 

General: makes no assumption regarding the number and layers of the architecture. 
This architecture is supported by systems that provide programmers with general facili
ties to write distributed, communicating programs. 
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Object-based: assumes that an application consists of arbitrary objects described by 
some object-based programming language [38]. It makes no assumptions regarding the 
layers and abstractions of the application. This architecture is supported by the Xerox 
Colab programming environment [36] and the COLA platform [37]. 

Workstation-based: assumes that the hardware layer is a specific workstation. It makes 
no assumptions regarding higher-levellayers, it only assumes that they interact with the 
hardware using a specific hardware interface. This approach is supported by Team
Workstation [19]. 

Window-based: assumes that the bottom-most software layer is a window system [28] 
providing a specific window interface. It makes no assumptions regarding higher-level 
layers, which together form the window client. It is a popular architecture supported by 
shared window systems [24] such as VConf [23], Rapport [14], and XTV [1]. 

• Widget-based: assumes that the layer above the window system is a user-interface 
toolkit [28] managing toolkit widgets. The higher-levellayers together form the toolkit 
client. It makes no assumption about the window layer but assumes one exists. It has 
been implemented in GroupKit [34], which was initially based on the InterViews toolkit 
[25] is now based on the TK toolkit [30]. 

Model/View: assumes that the existence of two layers managing models and views, 
respectively. A model is a semantic object and a view is an interactor that transforms 
the semantic object into a representation of it. The usage of the term model and view 
here is consistent with the modeVview/controller terminology of Smalltalk [22] except 
that in this terminology a view is a combination of a Smalltalk view and controller. 
This architecture makes no assumptions regarding the nature of models and views 
except that it defines a protocol for keeping them consistent. (In theory, this protocol 
can be used to define a hierarchy of models/views in which some views are models for 
lower-level views. However, in practice, this architecture has supported a single model 
and view layer. Therefore, in the rest of this discussion we shall assume there a single 
model and view layer.) There may be an arbitrary number of layers below the view 
layer, such as toolkit and window layers. For instance, the Smalltalk view layer has 
been implemented on top of different window systems, the architecture makes no 
assumption about the nature of the window system. This architecture is implemented in 
the Rendezvous [18] and Weasel [16] systems. 

Active Variable: assumes that there are two layers managing active variables and inter
action variables, respectively. The former are program variables storing semantic 
objects, the latter are lower-level representations of active variables storing not only the 
semantic values but also syntactic properties of these values such as the format, view, 
and access properties. Each interaction variable provides a set of user commands that 
can be used to manipulate its state. These commands allow users to replace values of 
variables, insert and delete elements in sequence variables, and change for
mat/view/access properties of variables. The architecture makes no assumption regard
ing the layers above and below the layers managing active and interaction variables, but 
does define the set of types of active variables, the syntactic properties of interaction 
variables, and the user commands for manipulating interaction variables and their prop
erties. It is implemented in Suite [8, 11]. 
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We refer to the last two architectures as UIMS-based architectures since they distinguish 
between the top-level semantic abstractions (active variables or models) and their interactors 
(views or interaction variables). Systems that make this distinction are referred to as User 
Interface Management Systems [31 ]. 

The assumptions made by these different architectures are not mutually exclusive. For 
instance, it is possible to combine the assumptions of the object-based and window-based 
architecture in an architecture that encapsulates all abstractions as objects and provides a pre
defined layer supporting window objects. In general, assumptions made by an architecture 
restrict the single-user interaction and abstractions that can be supported by it. For instance, 
the object-based architecture forces programmers to code all abstractions as objects and the 
active variable architecture forces a set of user commands (such as the insert/delete/replace 
commands mentioned above). However, as we shall see later, these assumptions allow 
automation of the collaboration functions of an application. 

4.2 Concurrency 

There are a large number of ways in which the modules in a multiuser application can be 
assigned to concurrent threads. One approach is to create a single thread for executing all the 
layers of the application. Unlike other approaches, discussed below, the sequential approach 
is simple to implement and can be automated without requiring any assumptions about the 
structure of an application. However, it does not exploit the potential concurrency in a mul
tiuser application. 'fYpically, the different users of a multiuser application can input and out
put data concurrently. This approach would force the actions of all of these users to be 
executed serially. In particular, it allows a user who starts a lengthy computation to lock out 
other users for an intolerable amount of time. We refer to this approach as the sequential 
approach. 

An alternate approach would be to identify the portions of a multiuser application that 
could potentially execute concurrently and assign each of these to a separate thread. We refer 
to this approach as the maximal-concurrent approach. While this approach allows maximal 
concurrency, it either requires the programmer to identify the threads, which has proven to be 
a tedious, error-prone, and difficult task in general, or the system to automatically perform this 
task, which in general is impossible. A less ambitious but practical approach is to assign (a) 
each branch to a separate thread since different users may concurrently input data, and (b) the 
stem to a separate thread since it processes data from multiple users and thus should not be 
assigned to the thread of a particular branch. We refer to this approach as the concurrent 
approach. Unlike the maximal-concurrent approach, this approach does not allow the actions 
in a stem invoked by different users to be processed concurrently. Moreover, it does not 
address concurrent execution of independent actions invoked by a single-user, which may be 
usedful, for instance, to support multimodal interaction [29]. However, it does allow the com
putation of the local feedback by different users to be performed concurrently. More impor
tant, it can be completely automated by a system that knows about the branches and stem of 
the architecture. 

However, not all systems assume this information. As discussed above, some architec
tures assume only some of the bottom-most layers of a branch. If there are layers above these 
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layers in branches, these systems can only adopt semi-concurrent approaches that assign only 
these bottom-most layers of a branch to a separate thread and all layers above them to a sepa
rate thread. For instance, a window-based system can assign the window layer to a thread but 
cannot assign the toolkit layer to a thread while keeping the higher-level layers in a stem, 
since it cannot distinguish between the toolkit and higher layers. Semi-concurrent approaches 
offer intermediate concurrency degrees between the sequential and concurrent approach. The 
concurrency degree is measured by the level of the highest layer in a branch thread The hard
ware-based, window-based, toolkit-based, and UIMS-based approaches can offer concurrency 
degrees of 0, 1, 2, and 3 respectively. 

In general, a system cannot assign a layer to a separate thread without requiring changes 
to the layer, since the syntax and semantics of an invocation in the same or different thread is, 
typically, different. Thus, the goal of increasing the concurrency may conflict with the goal of 
reuse since the former may require changes to source code of an existing. To illustrate, the 
Interviews-based implementation of GroupKit cannot assign the Interviews toolkit and Inter
views client layers to separate threads without adding a stub procedure for each Interviews 
call that communicates with the threads package to make the call. Therefore, not all of the 
systems supporting a particular single-user architecture offer the maximum possible concur
rency degree. 

4.3 Distribution 

Like concurrency, this issue can be resolved in numerous ways. The simplest approach is to 
execute the complete application on a specific host. We refer to this as the single-site 
approach. Like the sequential approach, this approach is simple to implement and automate. 
However, it does not address the fact that the users of a multiuser application interact from 
different workstations connected by possibly slow networks. 

Like the maximal-concurrent approach, it is possible to imagine a maxi11Ull-distributed 
approach that dynamically assigns an application module to the workstation accessing it the 
'most'. However, such an approach is still a subject of research [20]. A practical compromise 
that is easier to automate is the distributed approach which is analogous to the concurrent 
approach. It allows the branches and the stem of a multiuser application to execute on sepa
rate address spaces and hosts. In particular, it allows a branch to execute on the workstation 
of its user, thereby offering two related benefits: 

Local Response: No remote communication is required to generate the local feedback 
computed by the layers in the branches. 

Compact Communication: High-level 1/0 events are sent to/received from the remote 
site rather than the lowest-level hardware 1/0 events. Typically, a higher-level 1/0 event 
contains less data than a lower-level one, and thus generates less traffic on the network 
and is communicated faster. For instance, an integer value contains less data than its 
graphical presentation on the screen. Under this approach, peer layers on different hosts 
send each other events across the network. For instance, in a distributed implementation 
of Rendezvous, view processes of an application would have to send events across the 
network to maintain the constraints among these processes. However, assuming an 
event received by a peer layer triggers a hardware-level output event, the cost of sending 
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the higher-level peer event across the network in a distributed implementation can be 
expected to be less than the cost of sending the higher-level peer event across the net
work in a centralized implementation. Thus, distribution can typically be expected to 
result in more compact communication since high-level 1/0 and peer events are sent to a 
user's workstation rather than low-level 1/0 events. 

The distributed approach does not force the branch to execute on the local workstation since, 
depending on the workstation and network speed, it may in fact be sometimes advantageous 
to execute code on a fast remote workstation [9]. Moreover, this approach may not be possi
ble if the file· system and other parts of the computer environment accessed by the replicated 
layers are different on the different hosts. 

Since a system may not have full knowledge of the layers of a multiuser application, it 
may be necessary to implement a semi-distributed approach, which allow only some of the 
bottom-most layers of a branch to execute on separate hosts. The degree of distribution of an 
architecture is measured by the highest layer that can execute on a separate host. The highest 
possible distribution degree of an architecture is the same as its highest possible concurrency 
degree. However, these degrees may not be the same in a system, since changes may be 
required to layers in order to distribute them. The concurrency degree of a system is always 
higher than its distribution degree since distributed modules execute concurrently. However, it 
is not the same, since a particular host can execute multiple threads concurrently. In particu
lar, a distributed/semi-distributed approach is also a concurrent/semi-concurrent approach but 
not vice versa. For instance, Rendezvous supports the concurrent but not the distributed 
approach. 

4A Versioning/Replication 

Two extreme approaches to versioning/replication are the centralized and replicated 
approaches. The former creates no replicated software layer while the latter creates no base 
layer. In between these two approaches, several semi-replicated approaches are possible, 
which choose the base levels differently. The level of a branch point of an architecture is a 
measure of its replication degree. 

There are three main advantages of choosing a higher replication degree. A higher 
replication degree implies that there are fewer shared layers in the stem, which in tum implies 
that: 

More concurrency: the concurrent approach would put more layers in a branch thread, 
thereby allowing more of the processing of a particular user's actions to be done concur
rently with the processing of other users' actions. In the extreme cases of the replicated 
approach, all layers are executed independently in the branch thread since there is no 
stem, while in the case of the centralized approach, all layers execute in a shared stem 
thread and there is no concurrency. 

More distribution: the distributed approach would place more layers on the local host 
and thus allow more local processing and compact communication. 

More divergence: fewer shared abstractions are created in the stem and thus it is possi
ble to have more divergence in the user-interface states of the users. A higher-degree of 
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replication allows but does not force more divergence since it is possible for peer 
abstractions to share state via coupling events discussed later. 

On the other hand, replicating a layer has serious disadvantages when the abstractions in 
the peer layers are not meant to diverge. As discused below, this sharing is typically achieved 
by executing the same operations on these abstractions. Multiple invocations of an operation: 

Different computing environments: in a distributed architecture may not access the same 
environment resources. 

Wasted computation: can lead to serious efficiency problems if the operation is an 
expensive one. 

Read bottleneck: may try to read the same file at the same time, thereby causing a read 
bottleneck. 

Multiple writes: may write to the same file, thereby causing the same value to be written 
multiple times. The read and write problems would be eliminated if a replicated file 
system was used. 

Other side effects: may send mail, print documents, and perform other side effects mul
tiple times. The last two problems can be averted in collaboration-ware peer layers that 
ensure (based, for instance, on user-aware events discussed later) that only one of these 
layers performs the write and other side effects. 

Not all layers perform such operations. Typically, it is the highest or semantic layer that 
performs such operations. Therefore, some systems adopt a special case of the semi
replicated architecture that keeps the semantic layer centralized and the lower-level layers 
replicated. We refer to this architecture as the hybrid architecture. It is only the UIMS-based 
systems that can automatically support the hybrid approach since it requires that the system be 
able to distinguish the semantic layer from the lower-level layers. The Rendezvous, Suite, 
and Weasel UIMS-based systems offer this approach. 

4.5 Collaboration Events 

A collaboration event is often triggered (directly or indirectly) by an interaction event, in 
which case we call the latter as the basis of the former. These events are necessary to imple
ment the different collaboration functions of the application. 

There are several choices for supporting these events. One approach is to allow these 
events to be arbitrary events. It allows the functions to be performed in arbitrary ways but 
cannot be automated by a system since no constraints are put on the nature of these events. 
We discuss below some of the constraints systems have put on the nature of each of these 
events to automate their processing. 

Consider first the events necessary to implement coupling. A coupling event allows an 
action invoked by a user to change the interaction states of other users. Coupling occurs in 
two main ways: 

Base-to-Branch: A local output event in a base triggers events in remote branch points, 
which in turn trigger events down the branch. For instance, a multiuser X client may 
respond to a user's input by drawing the output graphics on remote screens. 
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Peer-to-Peer: A local input event in a replicated layer triggers events in peer layers. For 
instance, an X server may respond to movement of the pointer by sending the pointer 
position to peer X servers. 

Consider first a local output event in a base that is triggered in response to the input of a 
particular user. To implement single-user user interaction, the architecture must sends this 
local output event to that user's branch point. In addition, to implement base-to-branch point 
coupling, it can send remote output events to other branch points, which are copies of the 
local output events. Like a regular output event, a remote output event might directly or indi
rectly trigger lower-level output events in the lower layers. A remote output event can be 
automated by a system that can trap local output events and invoke output events in remote 
layers. The system is bound to the protocol used for trapping and invoking these events. 
Remote output events are automated in TeamWorkstation [19], which sends a workstation's 
RGB video signals to remote workstations, centralized shared window system such as XTV, 
which sends remote X output events, and Suite, which sends remote output events of the Suite 
UIMS [8]. 

Now consider an action in a layer that is triggered by the input received by a peer layer. 
There are many ways in which an action may be triggered in peer layers. 

Remote operation. An operation on an abstraction triggers invocation of the same oper
ation on a peer of the abstraction. For instance, an operation on a text buffer triggers the 
same operation on a peer text buffer. This approach can be automatically supported by 
a general system that can trap arbitrary operation invocations and invoke arbitrary oper
ations. The system can be fairly general in that it does not need to be bound to a spe
cific set of abstractions. This approach is supported by the Colab programming environ
ment [36] which remotely invokes methods of an object described by the Colab object
oriented language. 

Remote input: An input event sent to a layer in response to an action of its user is also 
sent as an input event to a peer of the layer. For instance, an input event that triggers a 
change to a text buffer is also sent to a peer layer. This approach can be automatically 
supported by a system that can trap input events of a layer. However, the automating 
system is bound to the protocol followed in the transmission of the input events. This 
approach is supported in the replicated window systems such as VConf [23], which 
sends a user's input to all replicas of the application. 

Extended input: It is not always possible to implement remote input between arbitrary 
layers since it may not be possible to change some layers or trap input events 
sent/received by them. To illustrate, assume that we wish to send remote input in 
response to a user's input that changes an X pointer. It may not be possible to trap this 
input when the local X server receives it or to change the X server to send it to the 
remote server. However, it may be possible to send the input up a branch to some 
higher-level layer, invoke remote input at this level, and then send appropriate output 
events down the remote layer. For instance, it may possible to trap pointer movements 
in an X toolkit, send a remote input event to the peer toolkit layer, and then send a 
request to the remote X server to update its pointer. We refer to the input event sent to 
the higher-level layer as an extended input event if it would normally not have been 
received by the layer. In the example above, if the X toolkit traps the pointer event only 
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because it needs to invoke remote input and not to implement single-user interaction, 
then we refer to it as an extended input event. This approach is used in the Suite UIMS 
(the Suite layer managing interaction variables) to couple input events in the toolkit and 
window layers below it. Its drawbacks are that it increases the length of the path 
through which an event must pass and makes the higher-level layers more aware of the 
events in the lower-level layers and hence less modular and portable. 

Remote attribute update: A change to an attribute of an abstraction is also made in the 
peer abstraction. This approach can be automated by a system that can trap and invoke 
attribute changes. It is also easily tailorable by high-level parameters since users can 
easily specify the set of attributes of an abstraction that must be shared. It allows users 
to think in terms of high-level state changes rather than low-level events and procedures 
that trigger these changes. This approach is supported in Suite, which allows attributes 
of interaction variables to be coupled, and Concur [26], which allows window attributes 
to be coupled. It could also be applied to a toolkit-based system to allow peer widgets 
to share selected resources. 

We refer to events sent between peers to implement coupling as peer coupling events. 
These events may trigger output events in lower-level layers and input events in higher-level 
layers. Care must be taken to ensure that a peer event and its basis do not trigger the same 
operation twice in an abstraction. This can happen with all of the events above in a semi
replicated architecture since corresponding events in two branch points might trigger the same 
operation in the base. It can also happen in the replicated architecture with remote operation 
invocation when an operation that triggers a remote invocation invokes another operation (in 
the same or different layer) that also triggers a remote operation. The latter operation will be 
invoked twice in the peer layer, once in response to a remote invocation, and another time in 
response to a local call made by the remote invocation of the former operation. Note that this 
problem is different from the problem, mentioned in the section on replication, of invoking the 
same operation in two different peer layers in response to a single user's input. In this case, 
the same operation is being invoked twice in the same layer in response to a single user input. 

A related issue is whether a system can provide fully automatic support for these events. 
Consider first remote input and attribute events. If the architecture is fully replicated, then it 
is possible to provide a fully automatic implementation that simply sends a predefined set of 
input events/attribute changes to all peer layers. Typically, the predefined set will include all 
input events/attributes unless the system can make certain assumptions about them. This 
approach is used in replicated shared window systems, which send all window events to all 
peer layers, thereby implementing WYSIWIS coupling. It is also used in Suite, which (by 
default) sends updates to all semantic attributes of an interaction variable to all of its peers. If 
the architecture is semi-replicated, then a fully automatic implementation must be able to 
ensure that a peer event and its basis do not trigger an input event twice in the base layer. This 
is possible in the Suite UIMS, since it is the layer that invokes events in the base and can 
ensure that remote attribute changes do not trigger input events in the base. It would not be 
possible in a lower-level layer such as the toolkit or a window system if the layer makes no 
assumptions regarding the base. 

Now consider remote operations. If the automating system makes no assumptions 
regarding the objects whose operations must be invoked remotely, then it can either remotely 
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invoke no operation or all operations. The former would support no coupling while the latter 
can lead to the problem mentioned above of multiple remote invocations. Therefore, a varia
tion of the latter approach must be taken that, when a local operation is invoked, does not trig
ger a remote operation if the local operation is a non-leaf operation, that is, is invoked by 
another operation in the application. Such an approach would automatically support WYSI
WIS coupling in a replicated architecture, but it is not clear what the impact of increasing the 
overhead of executing every call would be. It is perhaps for this reason that the Colab pro
gramming environment [36] requires programmers to specify which operations must be 
invoked remotely. 

So far, we have considered only events that implement coupling. We briefly consider 
now events for implementing other functions: 

Access request evenr. sent to concurrency control/access control modules to check if an 
action requested by a user is valid and triggered by a user's explicit access request or an 
input command implying an access request. 

Access release evenr. triggered by a user's explicit request to release a lock, or implicitly 
by an input command implying access release, or by a timer event (to implement tickle 
locks [17] ). 

• Access grant evenr. sent from concurrency control/access control modules to grant 
access to a user and triggered by an access request or release event. 

Command evenr. associated with a peer coupling event and sent to a peer layer to indi
cate the command invoked by the local user [3, 5, 33]. This event is used to insert the 
command into the remote history of undoable commands. The event is not sent if the 
peer coupling event contains enough information to reconstruct the command. 

Remote undo evenr. sent to a remote layer to undo its actions in response to a local undo 
command [3, 5, 33], and in an optimistic implementation of access/concurrency control, 
to undo actions that have later been found to be unauthorized or inconsistent. It is to be 
distinguished from an event sent to a layer to undo an action in response to a local com
mand. A remote undo event is never sent if only a single-user interacts with the system. 
(A remote undo event may not be a special type of event if an appropriate output event 
can be used to trigger the undo. For instance, a toolkit can undo an X display by 
redrawing it instead of sending an undo event to the display.) 

Merge evenr. sent to merge modules to ask them to merge peer layers [27]. It may trig
ger other events (such as remote input events) that change the state of the abstractions in 
the peer layers. 

Join/leave evenr. Sent to conference management modules in response to a user request 
to join/leave a conference. 

A collaboration event may be associated with a user aware event, which contains infor
mation (e.g. login, host) regarding the user whose actions triggered the basis of the collabora
tion event. For instance, a peer input event may be associated with a user-aware event con
taining the login of the inputting user. Such an event can serve several functions. It can be 
used by the access control and concurrency control modules to decide if access should be 
granted to a particular user based on the identity of the user. It may also be used by a collabo
ration-aware layer to label its response to a user's input. For instance, it allows a layer 
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displaying remote graphics to output the id of the active user along with the graphics. It also 
allows a replica to suppress an unwanted action such as a write of a file unless the user who 
invoked it is a distinguished user. 

Like coupling events discussed earlier, these events can also be automated by system 
modules that provide default implementations of concurrency control, access control, confer
ence management, merging, and undo. In fact, most systems that support these collaboration 
functions provide a fully automatic default implementation of them. 

Collaboration events are only potential events in that not all of these are always trig
gered when the triggering conditions are enabled. For instance, a peer event may not be trig
gered when a local input event occurs. Moreover, a collaboration event, when triggered, may 
invoke a collaboration-aware handler. In particular, all the non-coupling events discussed 
above require collaboration-aware handlers. The coupling events do not require such handlers 
since existing single-user procedures can process them. For instance, a remote operation can 
invoke an existing single-user procedure and a remote input event can be handled by existing 
collaboration-transparent code in the remote layer. However, coupling-aware handlers can be 
written to tailor the semantics of coupling. The decisions regarding whether a collaboration 
event is in fact triggered and what collaboration-aware handler is invoked by it can be made 
at: 

System development time, if the event is supported by a system module, which gives 
programmers/end-users no choice in how the event is processed. This approach is sim
ple to use but prevents flexibility. It is taken for coupling events in most shared window 
systems. 

Application development time: This approach is taken by the Colab programming lan
guage in the processing of remote operations. Operations that are to be invoked 
remotely must be declared by the programmer using special keywords. It allows the 
semantics of the collaboration functions to be static, and hence less confusing, but also 
less flexible 

Runtime: This approach is taken in Suite and allows an application or end-user to 
change the implementation of a collaboration function depending on the context. 

Several kinds of choices can be given to users (programmers/end-users) by system mod-
ules processing a class of events to specify how these events should be processed: 

Arbitrary. It allows a user to decide for each event whether it should trigger a potential 
collaboration event. It gives the user complete flexibility but provides very low-level 
support. It is supported by the MMConf toolkit [6], which allows programmers to 
choose whether a local input event should trigger a remote input event, and also by the 
Rendezvous constraint system, which allows users to define arbitrary constraints 
between peer objects. 

Type-based: The programmer/user can use the 'type' of an event to indicate if its 
instances should be triggered. For instance, Xerox's Colab programming environment 
allows programmers to specify for a whole class objects whether a particular method in 
the object should be invoked remotely. This approach is also fairly low-level in that it 
requires the user to think in terms of event types. For instance, it requires a programmer 
who wants only the semantic properties of an abstraction to be coupled to identify all 
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methods that manipulate them. Both this and the arbitrary approach are too low-level to 
be used by end-users. 

Parameter-based: High-level collaboration parameters are provided, where each param
eter controls processing of a large class of events. This approach is supported for con
currency control by several systems, which typically give users several high-level 
choices regarding concurrency control, such as no floor control, floor grabbing, or floor 
passing. The user simply expresses these choices, and the system automatically con
trols the triggering of access request, release, and check events to implement these 
choices. It is taken for coupling [10] and access control [35] by Suite, which defines a 
variety of high-level parameters controlling how these functions are performed. This 
approach is high-level enough to be used by end-users but is not flexible enough to sup
port all possible semantics of collaboration functions. 

4.6 Collaboration Modules 

In general, collaboration modules can be arbitrary nature in that they can define arbitrary 
interfaces and communicate with arbitrary layers. This approach is general in that it can sup
port arbitrary collaboration flexibility. We consider below some of the constraints that have 
been put on them to support automation and reuse. 

Extending single-user layers: One approach to including collaboration support in a mul
tiuser architecture is to extend the layers of the single-user architecture by making them col
laboration-aware [24]. This is the approach used in many multiuser architectures including 
Shared X [15], which extends the X window server, and Suite [11] which extends the layers 
managing interaction and active variables. However, it supports limited reuse of existing soft
ware since it requires changes to the collaboration-aware layers. It also supports limited mod
ifiability in that a single-layer implements both the interaction and collaboration functionality. 
These problem may be reduced but not eliminated if these layers are coded in an object
oriented programming language, since the changes may be localized in high-level classes and 
automatically inherited by unchanged lower-level classes [34, 37]. Moreover, it supports lim
ited automation since it requires changes to each implementation of a layer to be changed, 
even if all of these implementations provide the same interface. Finally, it is not viable if the 
source code of the layer to be changed is not available. 

Pseudo layer: Another approach is put a pseudo layer between two existing layers of the 
single-user architecture. To each of these two layers, the pseudo layer provides an extension 
of the interface the other one provided. As a result, it accepts all of the input and output 
events sent to it by the layers below and above it, respectively. Depending on the nature of the 
interface between the two existing layers, the addition of the pseudo layer may require recom
piling and/or relinking of the existing layers. However, unlike other approaches, it does not 
require changes to the original layers. Moreover, it allows the same pseudo layer to be added 
between multiple implementations of the two layers, as long as these implementations provide 
the same interface. Thus it supports increased modifiability since a pseudo layer does not 
have to be changed in response to changes in the implementations of the original, single-user 
layers. This approach is supported in XTV [1], which inserts a pseudo layer between an X 
server and client, and COLA [37], which provides a general mechanism, called adapters, for 
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adding pseudo layers between layers of an object-oriented implementation of a single-user 
architecture. 

The pseudo-layer approach has two main drawbacks: First, all communication between 
the two layers of the original architecture must now pass through an extra layer, which may 
reside in a separate address space. For instance, in XTV, all communication between an X 
server and client must pass through a pseudo server process [1]. Second, a pseudo layer may 
need to duplicate the data structures and code of the original layers. For instance, an X 
pseudo server that allows only certain windows to be shared [26] must recreate the window 
tree hierarchy maintained by the X server. 

A related issue is which levels of the architecture must be made collaboration-aware, 
that is, at which levels are collaboration modules added to existing layers or new pseudo lay
ers introduced. One approach is to localize these modules at a single level. If this approach is 
taken, then there are several advantages of making a lower-level collaboration aware. First, a 

lower-level is typically common to a larger number of applications.1 For instance, the X win
dow system is used by both Suite and non-Suite applications while the Suite UIMS is used 
only by the subset of X applications that are Suite applications. As a result, adding collabora
tion-awareness at a lower-level typically provides collaboration support for a larger number of 
applications, since it is available not only to direct clients of the layer but also clients of 
higher-level layers implemented on top of this layer. Second, if access-checking events are 
generated by lower layers, then users get quicker feedback regarding denial of access. A layer 
cannot generate an access-checking event unless it is notified of a user's intent to access some 
service. In general, there is a delay between the time a layer receives a user's input and the 
time it informs a higher-level layer about it. For instance, a toolkit may inform its client about 
a change to a form field when the user moves to the next field. Therefore, the lower the layer 
that performs the access check, the quicker it can give feedback regarding the access denial, 
and thus the less the user's work that needs to be undone. Finally, under this approach higher
level layers never have to worry received extended input events, which makes them more 
modular and portable since they are dependent on receiving fewer kinds of events from lower 
levels. 

There are also several advantages of providing collaboration-awareness at a higher
level. First, a higher collaboration-aware (replicated) level can, typically, provide more 
degrees of sharing between peers at that level. In particular, it can allow (a) no sharing 
between peer abstractions, (b) sharing of peer abstractions without sharing of lower-level 
interactors, and (c) sharing of lower-level interactors if appropriate extended input events can 
be solicited from the lower-levellayers. For instance, Suite can allow (a) no sharing between 
peer interaction variables, (b) sharing of the peer interaction variables without sharing of the 
windows displaying them, and (c) sharing of the windows displaying peer interaction vari
ables by soliciting all X events. On the other hand, a lower collaboration-aware level cannot 
allow sharing of higher-level abstractions without sharing of their interactors at this level. 
Second, the specification of coupling, concurrency control, access control, and other tailorable 
functions can be done in units that are more meaningful to the user/programmer. For instance, 

1 This is not always the case since a higher-levellayer might be ported to multiple lower-level layers. 
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locking units can be defined in terms of interaction variables rather bitmaps or bits within a 
bitmap. 

Since there are benefits of adding collaboration-awareness at both lower and upper lev
els, it is useful to consider an approach that partitions the awareness among multiple layers. 
Such an approach could offer the benefits of both the lower-level and upper-level approaches. 
However, unlike the localized approach, this approach would require providers of multiple 
modules to address collaboration, coordinate their activities, and often implement similar 
functionality (such as remote invocation and concurrency control) multiple times. We know 
of no system that currently implements the partitioned approach. 

Like the original layers of the single-user architecture, the collaboration modules may 
be replicated, assigned to concurrent threads, and distributed, depending on the approach used 
to add these modules. If the approach of extending single-user layers is taken, then no inde
pendent replication/concurrency/distribution decisions have to be made for the collaboration 
modules added to a layer since they are replicated, assigned to a thread, and distributed 
together with the single-user modules in the layer. (Of course, the nature of the modules must 
be considered when making the decisions regarding the layers in which they are placed. For 
instance, if a collaboration module writes to a file, then the layer containing it (and all layers 
above) may be assigned to the stem.) In the case of the pseudo-layer approach, the replicated, 
concurrency, and distribution approaches can treat pseudo layers as regular layers of the archi
tecture. In particular, if the layers above and below a pseudo layer are assigned to the same 
thread/host, then the pseudo layer is also assigned to the same thread/host/branch. An inde
pendent decision for a pseudo layer must be made only when the layers above and below are 
not assigned to the same thread/host/branch. The same factors that are considered for a regu
lar layer must be considered when making a replication, concurrency, or distribution decision 
(e.g. does the distribution scheme know about the pseudo layer.) 

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

The main contributions of this paper are: 

an architecture for describing the common parts of a wide range of multiuser applica
tions, 

a set of issues that a designer of a multiuser application/infrastructure must address, 

several alternative approaches to addressing these issues, 

• identification of existing systems that support a particular approach, 

evaluation of these approaches using several important criteria. 

In our discussion, we have omitted many issues that must be addressed in the design of 
multiuser software. For instance, we have not discussed how a pseudo server may be imple
mented efficiently or how a collaborative undo event may be processed. We have omitted 
these issues for two reasons: First, some of these issues are details that we have ignored in 
order to develop a general framework for describing multiple systems. Second, and more 
important, the area of multiuser software systems is still in its infancy and we have not identi
fied all possible general issues and approaches to designing these systems. 
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The framework and associated tenninology can be used for understanding, comparing, 
and classifying existing multiuser systems. It can also be used to varying degrees to design 
new systems. One method would be take the set of approaches supported in an existing sys
tem to develop a new system that addresses details not covered here differently. For instance, 
the set of approaches used in XTV can be used to develop a shared window system based on a 
different network single-user window system such as the Plan 9 window system [32]. A more 
novel use of the framework would be to use to choose a new set of these approaches. For 
instance, a new version of Suite can be developed that supports a fully replicated architecture. 
Finally, new systems can be developed to implement approaches presented here (such as the 
partitioned approach to adding collaboration-awareness) that have not been implemented in 
existing systems. 

This work can be extended in many ways. It would be useful to extend the generic 
architecture to cover existing systems such as MMM that it does not currently describe. It is 
also necessary to identify other general issues, approaches, and criteria for comparing these 
approaches. Future experimental work is also necessary to determine if there are, in fact, new 
useful instances of the generic architecture that provide some compelling advantage not 
offered by existing systems. This work also has the potential for contributing to interoperabil
ity since it defines a generic set of collaboration events. It may be possible to develop a gen
eral "collaboration bus" to which existing systems can interface by providing a translation 
between these general events and system-specific events. Such a bus could allow, for 
instance, a Suite-specific remote output event to be converted to a bus-defined remote output 
event and then again to an XTV-specific remote output event, thereby allowing users of Suite 
and XTV to conference with each other. Future work is necessary to determine if such a bus 
can in fact be constructed. Future work is also necessary to detennine if it is possible to 
develop a "collaboration kernel" that provides implementation of some of these events (such 
as multicasting remote output) for a variety of systems. 

This work is related to the SAAM model for describing architectures of software sys
tems [21]. This model advocates (i) a canonical decomposition of the functionality of the sys
tem, (ii) identification of the structure of of the system, that is, the set of components of the 
system and the communication among these components, (iii) identification of the functions 
performed by each component, (iv) selection of a set of abstract properties for evaluating the 
architecture, (v) selection of a set of concrete tasks that have these properties, (vi) evaluation 
of the extent to which the architecture supports the abstract properties and concrete tasks. Our 
work has applied several of these steps. In particular, it has applied step (i) by decomposing 
the functionality of a multiuser application into interaction functions and collaboration func
tions, and further decomposing collaboration functions into coupling, remote undo, concur
rency control, access control, merging, and conference management, (ii) by identifying the 
layers, processes, and address spaces of a multiuser system, (iii) by distinguishing between 
collaboration- aware and unaware layers, (iv) by selecting functionality, automation, perfor
mance, modifiability, and ability to use arbitrary software abstractions, as evaluation proper
ties, and (vi) by evaluating how well each of these abstract properties are satisfied by an archi
tecture. It would be useful to extend this work by (a) identifying concrete tasks that have the 
evaluation properties and evaluating how well the architecture supports these tasks, (b) doing 
a finer structural decomposition that identifies the components of collaboration modules, and 
(c) doing a finer task assignment that distinguishes among layers based not only on whether 
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they perform interaction or collaboration functions but also on the set of collaboration func
tions they perform. 
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Discussion 

Joi!lle Coutaz: A comment. The extended PAC-AMODEUS model that I presented at the 
CSCW 94 workshop on architectures is an instance of your generic architecture where the 
layers are the Arch functional components and where the Dialog control is populated with 
interactions. We have reasoned about coupling at the Dialog level only because coupling is 
inherited from lexical levels provided by development tools. In your presentation, you are more 
general. 

Prasun Dewan: My contribution is to talk about the tradeoffs at each level of the architecture. 

Michel Beaudouin-LafonL: I see two very different types of replication: one where the replicas 
are identical, and one where they are different (but functionally equivalent). How do you 
capture that? 

Prasun Dewan: I mentioned that there are several possible reasons for replicating a layer (e.g. 
efficiency, robustness). Of course the type of replication has consequences. For example, 
awareness assumes a certain level of coupling between the replicas. 

Pedro Szekely: Should there be a dimension of media types: video, painting, graphics, 
structured data? 

Prasun Dewan: This is already covered by the existing dimensions, but I don't know precisely 
which level it fits into, because I haven't committed to the meaning of each level. 

Joi!lle Coutaz: If we're sharing just video then there is no need for a higher layer. 

Prasun Dewan: But you could have different levels of video (in structured video, for example). 


